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This paper offers a survey of recent work on particle swarm classification (PSC), a promising offshoot of

particle swarm optimization (PSO), with the goal of positioning it in the overall classification domain.

The richness of the related literature shows that this new classification approach may be an efficient

alternative, in addition to existing paradigms. After describing the various PSC approaches found in the

literature, the paper identifies and discusses two data-related problems that may affect PSC efficiency:

high-dimensional datasets and mixed-attribute data. The solutions that have been proposed in the

literature for each of these issues are described including recent improvements by a novel PSC

algorithm developed by the authors. Subsequently, a positioning PSC for these problems with respect to

other classification approaches is made. This is accomplished by using one proprietary and five well

known benchmark datasets to determine the performances of PSC algorithm and comparing the

obtained results with those reported for various other classification approaches. It is concluded that PSC

can be efficiently applied to classification problems with large numbers of instances, both in continuous

and mixed-attribute problem description spaces. Moreover, the obtained results show that PSC may not

only be applied to more demanding problem domains, but it can also be a competitive alternative to

well established classification techniques.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Much work has been devoted to the particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) metaheuristic since the mid nineties, most of it
concerned with continuous function optimization. More recently,
newer efforts that seek to apply PSO to more diversified problem
areas have also appeared. Poli [1] lists different applications
where PSO was used successfully. The applications could be
divided into 26 different categories overall, after analyzing more
than eleven hundred publications stored in the IEEE Xplore
database. At the time, the study revealed that clustering, classi-
fication and data mining represented only 4.3% of the total
production. Since then, this statistic has considerably evolved,
particularly for PSO-based classification where PSO has already
proven its efficiency when tested against well-know algorithms.
The related literature indicates that a particle swarm optimizer
is a suitable and competitive technique for addressing classifica-
tion tasks, and that it can be successfully applied to demanding
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problem domains, especially when accurate yet comprehensible
classifiers, fit for dynamic distributed environments, are required [2].

The aim of this paper is first to provide an updated survey of
works using PSO for classification. Special attention is given to
two major potential problems encountered in the classification
domain: datasets with high dimensionality and ones with mixed-
attribute data. For each problem, we analyze the solutions
reported in the literature, study possible enhancement and
present a performance analysis. In the remainder of this paper,
Section 2 provides a brief PSC background. Section 3 presents a
literature review of PSC. In Section 4, we continue our survey by
focusing on the two problems mentioned above and analyze
potential solutions. Section 5 presents a performance study of
selected approaches, conducted on different datasets, and dis-
cusses related works. A conclusion ends the paper.
2. PSO classification background

The roots of PSO lay in ethological metaphors of computing
models [2–4]. For example, the coordinated search that lets a
flock of birds spot a promising food location can be modeled with
simple rules of information sharing between individual birds.
Such behavior inspired Kennedy and Eberhart (see [3, 5]) to
develop PSO as a method for function optimization. In essence,
the PSO algorithm maintains a population of particles (the
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1 The choice of inertia factor in the static case must be in conjunction with the

selection of the values for c1 and c2. Engelbrecht [83] reported a value of:

w4(c1þc2)/2�1.
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swarm), where each particle is defined by its location in a
multidimensional search space (the problem space) and repre-
sents a potential solution to the optimization problem at hand.
The particles start at random locations and move about the search
space to look for the minimum (or maximum) of a given objective
function. In the bird analogy, this function could be the quality or
quantity of food at each place, and the particle swarm would
search then for the place with the best or most abundant food
supply. The movements of a particle depend only on its velocity
and the memory of past locations where good solutions have
already been found by the particle or its neighbors in the swarm.
This is again in analogy to bird flocking where each individual
makes decisions based on cognitive aspects (i.e., good solutions
found by the particle itself) and social pressure (i.e., good solu-
tions found by other particles). It should be noted that, unlike
many deterministic methods [84] for continuous function opti-
mization, PSO uses no gradient information in its search for
solutions (As a result, there is no continuous error function
requirement to compute a derivative).

Thus, in a PSO system, each particle represents a candidate
solution to the optimization problem at hand and, typically, the
particle’s position is influenced by the best position visited by itself
(its own experience) and the best position found by any particle in its
neighborhood (the group experience). When the neighborhood is the
entire swarm, the best neighborhood position is called the global
best, and the resulting algorithm is referred to as gbest PSO; when
smaller (local) neighborhoods are used, the algorithm is generally
referred to as lbest PSO. The performance of each particle (i.e., how
close the particle is to the global optimum) is measured by a fitness
function whose form depends on the optimization problem.

More formally, a PSO algorithm is based on a swarm of M

individuals or particles, each evolving in N-dimensional space
with its coordinates representing a potential solution to a pro-
blem with N attributes. Its genotype consists of 2N parameters,
the first half representing the coordinates of the particle in the
problem space, and the second half the corresponding velocity
components. From the evolutionary point of view, a particle
moves with an adaptable velocity within the search space and
retains in memory the best position it ever reached. The para-
meters of a particle i change from one iteration to the next as
follows: Its velocity vi(tþ1) at time tþ1 is the linear combination
of its value vi(t) at time t, the difference bi(t)�xi(t) between the
position of the best solution found by the particle up to time t and
its current position, and the difference bg(t)�xi(t) between the
best position ever found by the total population and the particle’s
current position. We have thus:

vi tþ1ð Þ ¼w� viðtÞþc1 � u 0,1ð Þ � biðtð Þ�xiðtÞÞ

þc2 � u 0,1ð Þ � bgðt
� �

�xiðtÞÞ ð1Þ

where bold characters denote vectors and � denote point-wise
vector multiplication, u(0,1) is a function that returns a vector
whose positions are randomly generated by a uniform distribution
in [0,1], c1 is the cognitive parameter, c2 is the social parameter, and
w is an inertia factor controlling the momentum of the particle by
weighting the contributions of its previous velocity values [83]. The
velocity values are normally within a range [vmin, vmax].

An improvement to the original PSO algorithm varies the value
of w during execution: Starting from a maximum wmax, it is
linearly decremented toward a minimum wmin as the number of
iterations increases:

wðtÞ ¼wmax� wmax�wminð Þ � t=Tmax ð2Þ

In the previous equation, t and Tmax denote the current iteration
and the maximum allowed number of iterations, respectively.

The position of each particle at the next step is computed by
summing its current position and its velocity (assuming a unit
time step):

xi tþ1ð Þ ¼ xiðtÞþvi tþ1ð Þ ð3Þ

Eqs. (1)–(3) are repeated for up to Tmax iterations, or until
some predefined stopping criterion is verified. A typical conver-
gence criterion is the achievement of a minimal error with respect
to the optimal solution.

As with other stigmergic collaboration algorithms, adequate
parameter tuning is important for efficient PSO performance and
much work has been done to select a combination of values that
work well in a wide range of problems. For instance, Clerc in [45]
gave some general directives to choose the good combination. He
proposed to use the following:
�
 Swarm size M in [20,40], with a preference for 20 particles.

�
 Cognitive parameter c1 in ]0,1[, with a preference for 0.7.

�
 Social parameter c2�1.5 with a preference for 1.43.

�
 Maximal velocity component vmax�(xmax�xmin)/2, where xmax

and xmin are, respectively, the maximum and minimum values
taken by a dimension in the search space. vmax is used only if
c141 and could be different for each dimension.

In [83], Engelbrecht explained that the choice of inertia factor
in the case of linear variation1 as depicted by Eq. (2), could take
wmax¼0.9 and wmin¼0.4 as initial and final values.

Tmax the number of iterations is generally chosen as 1000
iterations.

Notice that different parameter values lead to better or worse
outcomes depending on the problem at hand; the best way to
tuning is to make a sensitivity analysis in the context of the
problem description.

The PSO algorithm in gbest style can be summarized with the
following pseudo-code:
Standard gbest PSO algorithm

(1) begin

(2) for each particle i

(3) initialize position and velocity

(4) end-for

(5) while (not maximum number of iterations)

(6) for each particle i

(7) determine fitness value ci

(8) if ci is better than current local best fitness

(9) then local best fitness¼ci, local best¼current

particle position

(10) if ci is better than current global best fitness

(11) then global best fitness¼ci and global

best¼current particle position

(12) End-for

(13) for each particle i

(14) calculate particle velocity based on Eq. (1)

(15) update particle position based on Eq. (3)

(16) End-for

(17) update the inertia factor based on Eq. (2)

(18) end-while

(19) end
The classification problem relates to finding a plausible
C-partition of an input space into classes, given a C-partition of
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a set of training examples. As PSO is primarily an optimization
tool, the problem of retrieving the C classes must be expressed in
terms of retrieving C optimal particle positions corresponding to
the C class centroids. To do so, the PSO algorithm performs a
traversal of the search space while using a distance semantic to
test the fitness of particle positions with respect to the goal. At
the end, the particles with minimum fitness will define the sought
centroids.

The typical PSO approach2 to classification is a variation of
basic PSO and follows the steps described in [2,6]. It can be
summarized as follows: Given a database of C classes with N

attributes, find C optimal real-valued coordinates in N-dimen-
sional space, each one representing a class centroid. The idea is to
start with a swarm of M particles whose coordinates are different
tentative solution to the problem, and iteratively refine the
positions during a training stage to find the best centroid to
represent each class. During a subsequent validation stage, the
found centroids are evaluated with respect to class instances in a
test set to establish the recognition accuracy (or, equivalently, the
percentage of classification errors). Next is a formal description of
the previous steps:

Given a swarm of M particles and C class centroids to find, the
ith individual in the swarm at time t is encoded by the tuple:

x1
i,. . .,x

C
i,v

1
i,. . .,v

C
i

� �
t

ð4Þ

where xj
i is the coordinate vector of the jth centroid as given by

the current position of the ith particle in N-dimensional search
space:

xj
i ¼ fx

j
i1,. . .,xj

iNg ð5Þ

Similarly, the current velocity vector of particle i with respect
to the jth centroid is also made of N components:

vj
i ¼ fv

j
i1,. . .,vj

iNg ð6Þ

Thus, any individual in the swarm population is represented
by a real-valued vector of 2CN dimensions given by Eq. (4), and
each of its first C vector components defines one class centroid as
found by the particle (Eq. (4)).

The fitness at time t of the ith individual in the swarm with
respect to the centroid of a class c is defined as the average
Euclidian distance given by:

cc
i ðtÞ ¼

1

DTrain

XDTrain

k ¼ 1

d yc
k,xc

i ðt
� �

Þ ð7Þ

where yk
c is the kth exemplar of class c in a training set of

size DTrain and xi
c(t) is the current position of the centroid of class

c as determined by the ith particle3, both vectors being
N-dimensional.

When computing the distance, each component in the
N-dimensional space is divided by its maximal range, and the
sum of distance components is divided by N. With this choice, any
distance will be in the interval [0.0, 1.0] and so will the fitness
function.

Given the fitness function defined by Eq. (7), finding the class
centroids is a typical minimization problem. During the training
stage, the smaller this fitness is, the more representative the
centroid pointed to by the corresponding component in the
particle’s position is. At each iteration, the best centroid for each
class is taken as the one pointed to by the particle with the lowest
fitness function value for that class. The process is repeated and
2 We consider the supervised learning approach. The same model applies to

the unsupervised approach; only the decision step is different.
3 This position is refined during the learning stage (using the training dataset)

to become the centroid used during the decision stage (using either a test dataset

or new data).
the centroid positions updated until the end of the training stage.
Then, the best found values for the C centroids are kept to be used
for recall.

Finally, the performance of a run is computed as the percen-
tage exemplars of each class in the testing set which are
incorrectly classified by the best individual achieved in the run
(in terms of fitness). Notice that the decision procedure is based
on an error tolerance threshold cognitively associated to the field.
The threshold is the value under which the computed fitness is
considered to be satisfactory for recognition. Thus, it is the
amount of error accepted in the recognition stage.
3. PSC in the literature

The classification algorithm described in the previous section
is found in most works dealing with plain PSO classification4.
There exist also works that combine PSO with other approaches,
mainly neural networks. A chronological survey of recent works
in each category follows:

3.1. Classification with plain PSO

In [7], PSO is extended with sequential niching methods to
handle multiple minima. It combines feature-based object classi-
fication with efficient search mechanisms to visually recognize
objects in an image. Each particle in the swarm is a self-contained
classifier that ‘‘flies’’ through the solution space seeking the most
‘‘object-like’’ regions. The classifier swarm simultaneously finds
objects in the scene, determines their size, and optimizes the
classifier parameters. The approach is described as an efficient
and effective search mechanism. It is also shown to be very fast
and can robustly detect multiple objects in the scene.

In [8], the authors describe a self-organizing particle swarm
algorithm, SOSwarm, which uses unsupervised learning.
The input vectors are projected onto a lower dimensional map
space, thereby producing a visual representation of the input data
similar to that of the SOM (self-organizing map) artificial neural
network. The particles in the map react to the input data by
modifying their velocities according to the standard PSO update
function, and thus organize themselves spatially within fixed
neighborhoods in response to the input training vectors. SOS-
warm was successfully applied to four benchmark classification
problems from the UCI Machine Learning repository, namely the
Wisconsin breast cancer, Pima Indians diabetes, New Thyroid and
Glass, with the algorithm outperforming or equaling the best
reported results on all four of the problems analyzed.

In [6], De Falco et al. evaluate PSO’s efficiency for a set of
classification tasks. PSO was applied to nine different datasets in
the UCI database repository, and the obtained results were
compared to those provided by nine classical classification algo-
rithms available within the Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis5 (WEKA) system. The alternative classification methods
were as follow: Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Radial Basis Func-
tions (RBF) networks, KStar, Bagging, MultiBoostAB, Naı̈ve Baye-
sian Tree (NBTree), Ripple Down Rule (RiDoR) and Voting Feature
Interval (VFI). The parameter values for each technique were
those by default in WEKA. The obtained results were that PSO had
the best accuracy for three out of the nine challenged problems.
Some relationships between problem size and PSO performance
were hypothesized from the experimental results [6,9] to the
4 Notice that at this stage of analysis, we make no difference between

classification, categorization and clustering.
5 WEKA is a popular suite of machine learning software written in Java,

developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand.
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effect that two-class problems can be suitably addressed with
PSO, but no clear conclusion can be drawn for three or more class
problems. In the latter case, the PSO classification accuracy
tended to decrease with increasing class number; it also did so
with increasing problem size. These limitations were investigated
in [10] where remedial mechanisms for high-dimensional data-
sets were proposed.

In [11], the authors present preliminary results of two PSO-
based classification approaches. They propose single and multi-
surface-based data separation methods for the classification of
Breast Cancer Data. In single surface separation, when a particle
correctly classifies a training data item, it gets rewarded by
increasing its fitness by a specific value; otherwise, when it
misclassifies, it gets penalized by decreasing its fitness by a value
proportional to its distance from the hyper-plane (i.e., a measure
of how far on the wrong side of the surface the point lies at).
The fitness values are then used to influence the location updates
of the particles, and hence the position and orientation of the
separating hyper-plane, in a way to drive the search towards the
most optimum results. Multi-surface separation requires each
particle to encode d coefficients (corresponding to space dimen-
sions) and two constant terms (each one representing the
perpendicular distance of a hyperplane from the origin) for each
pair of parallel hyper-planes. The idea is based on generating an
optimum set of multiple pairs of parallel separating hyper-planes
to correctly classify the data into two predefined classes. For a
given test record, the determination of whether the data is
classified in one class or another is based on which sides of these
pairs of parallel hyper-planes the data lies. Such a test is carried
out in successive stages. Both separation methods produce good
classification performance, with the method based on multiple
separating surfaces achieving 100% classification accuracy on
both the training and testing sets.

In [12], the authors propose a clustering method that is based
on barebones particle swarms (BB). BB is a variant of PSO where
parameter tuning is not required and in which the velocity and
position update rules are replaced by a procedure that samples
values from a normal distribution. The proposed algorithm finds
the centroids of a user specified number of clusters, where each
cluster groups a set of similar patterns. The application of the
proposed clustering algorithm to the problem of unsupervised
classification and segmentation of images is investigated and
applied to synthetic, MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and
satellite images. The experimental results show that the
BB-based clustering algorithm performs very well for all mea-
sured criteria when compared to state-of-the-art clustering
alternatives.

In [13–15], the authors developed a new PSO-based algorithm,
called AMPSO, which can be used to find prototypes. Each particle
in the swarm represents a single prototype in the solution space;
the swarm evolves using modified PSO equations with both
particle competition and cooperation. The experimentation part
included an artificial problem and six common application pro-
blems from the UCI repository. When comparing the obtained
results to other classifiers (nearest neighbor or k-NN, and linear
vector quantization or LVQ), AMPSO produced competitive results
in all the problems, particularly those problems where a 1-NN
classifier did not perform well. AMPSO significantly outperformed
the other algorithms on the Glass Identification dataset, with
more than 10% improvement in accuracy on average.

In [16], the authors proposed an approach inspired by Quan-
tum Mechanics they called Quantum-behaved particle swarm
optimization (QPSO) algorithm. The particle is updated by the
combination of the mean of personal best positions among the
particles and a contraction-expansion coefficient. The authors
apply QPSO to gene expression data clustering which can be
reduced to an optimization problem. The proposed clustering
algorithm partitions the N patterns of the gene expression dataset
into K user-defined categories that minimize the fitness function
of Total Within-Cluster Variation. A partition with high perfor-
mance is thus obtained. The experimental results on four gene
expression datasets show that the QPSO-based clustering algo-
rithm was an effective and promising tool for gene–expression
data analysis.

The authors in [17] applied PSO to inventory classification
problems and developed a flexible classification algorithm that
can be utilized as a single objective or multi-objective algorithm
for different performance measures (such as cost, demand corre-
lation or inventory turnover ratio) optimization. The algorithm
can determine the best number of classification groups and
classify at the same time. When performing inventory item
classification, the algorithm first sorts all items according to their
weight scores and then determines cut-off points along the
sorting list. Items between two adjacent cut-off points are
classified into the same group. To be able to handle different
objectives of classification, each property is assigned a weight
criterion (relevance to the objective) that is integrated to the
search space. Numerical studies were conducted and the classi-
fication performance of the PSO algorithm was compared to
classification by suppliers, ABC classification scheme, no group-
ing, and placing all items in a single group approach.
The proposed algorithm outperformed the other approaches in
almost all examples.

In [18], the authors addressed an image analysis problem for
video surveillance using a standard PSO approach to perform
unsupervised clustering of multi-class images. The overall finding
of the paper after studying three separate datasets suggests that
clustering using particle swarm optimization leads to better and
more consistent results in terms of both cluster characteristics
and subsequent recognition when compared to traditional tech-
niques such as k-means (Especially when aiming to minimize a
fitness function representing the total intra-cluster variance, as
k-means implicitly does, in the case of imbalanced class datasets).

In [19], the authors designed a PSO-based clustering algorithm
in which four different cluster validity indices (Euclid distance-
based PBM index, the kernel function induced measure, Point
Symmetry distance-based index and Manifold Distance induced
index) are used to indicate the fitness of a particle. By applying
the proposed algorithm to a number of artificially-synthesized
and UCI data, the performances of different validity indices are
compared in terms of clustering accuracy and robustness at
length. The accuracy of one of the proposed algorithms for
artificial data was 100%. For real data, the algorithms performed
differently, with accuracies varying between 96.05% (for the
Breast-cancer dataset) and 0.70% (for the Glass dataset).

In [20], the authors present a comparative analysis of k-means
and PSO-based clustering performances for text datasets. Due to
the high dimension of the documents database, dimensionality
reduction of the input data was required during a pre-processing
stage. Then, PSO clustering is applied to the reduced data using a
fitness function that expresses the distance between a document
and a cluster centroid. The obtained results were that PSO finds
better solutions in comparison to k-means when considering the
number of clusters, and the average intra and inter cluster
distances. This was due to the ability of PSO to simultaneously
evaluate many cluster centroids at any given time, unlike
k-means.

In [21], the authors used the problem of handwritten Arabic
numerals recognition to compare PSO with the Bees Algorithm
(BA), Artificial Bees Colony Optimization (ABC), a multilayer
perceptron neural network (MLP) and a Hybrid MLP-BA algorithm
The comparative study on a variety of handwritten digits showed
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the classification performance of PSO to be better than that of ABC
and MLP, and worse than that of BA and MLP-BA, with the best
results obtained with MLP-BA.

From what precedes, we observe the following:
�
 The range of application fields of PSO is very large: Text
classification, videos and image analysis, inventory classifica-
tion, etc.

�
 The classification problem is always formulated as an optimi-

zation problem, with various optimization models and fitness
functions used. For instance, the fitness function could be a
distance semantic, a set of multiple pairs of parallel separating
hyper-planes, etc.

�
 Swarm configuration and behavior is not always classical

(e.g., a swarm acting as a SOM).

�
 For most works6, PSO performs better than other approaches

when a comparison is made.

3.2. Hybrid PSO

In [22], the chaotic modeling of PSO is presented with
application to image classification. The proposed algorithm is
used to update the weights of neurons in Self-Organizing Feature
Maps (SOFM) that tackle the underlying image classification
problem. The input patterns are fully connected to all neurons
via adaptable weights and, during the training process, neighbor-
ing input patterns are projected into the SOFM lattice to corre-
spond to adjacent neurons. The performance of this modified
particle swarm optimization algorithm for weight updating was
found to be better than that of standard PSO when tested on
binary image classes from the Corel dataset.

Omran et al. [23] proposed a new dynamic clustering
approach, DCPSO (Dynamic Clustering PSO), which was applied
to unsupervised image classification. DCPSO automatically deter-
mines the ‘‘optimum’’ number of clusters – an important feature
since knowing the number of clusters in advance is often not easy
– and simultaneously clusters the data with minimal user inter-
vention. The algorithm starts by partitioning the data into a
relatively large number of clusters to reduce the effects of initial
conditions. Using binary particle swarm optimization the ‘‘best’’
number of clusters is selected. The centers of the chosen clusters
are then refined via the k-means clustering algorithm. DCPSO was
applied to natural images (including MRI and satellite images),
and compared with other unsupervised clustering techniques. In
general, DCPSO successfully found the optimum number of
clusters on the tested images.

In [24], when training a neural network, authors observed that
particles exhibited a potentially dangerous stagnation character-
istic. A hybrid PSO with simulated annealing (SA) and chaos
search (HPSO) is adopted to solve the problem of particles quickly
collapsing. HPSO is used to train a radial basis function (RBF)
neural network. The algorithm combined the desirable features of
PSO, SA, and chaos while reducing their weaknesses. The applica-
tion of HPSO to multiple dataset classification problems (Iris,
Glass, Wine and New-thyroid) showed its effectiveness and
efficiency.

In [25], the authors present a classifier based on fuzzy C-means
(FCM) which uses a generalized FCM partition of the data
optimized by PSO. The procedure consists of two phases. The first
one consists of unsupervised clustering and the second one of
supervised classification. The membership function parameters
and the cluster center locations are optimized by PSO. Since
6 Except cases reported in Refs. [19, 21].
different types of classifiers work best for different types of data,
the chosen strategy is to parameterize the classifier and tailor it to
individual datasets. The described FCM classifier outperformed
well-established methods such as k-nearest neighbor, support
vector machine (SVM) and Gaussian mixture classifiers on multi-
ple UCI datasets (Iris, Breast, Glass, Wine, Pima and Ionosphere).

In [26], the authors propose a novel PSO-based classification
system to improve the generalization performance of a SVM
classifier by searching for the best parameter values to tune its
discriminant function, and looking upstream for the best subset of
features to feed the classifier. The experiments were conducted
on ECG data from the Arrhythmia database in the MIT-BIH
repository7 to classify five kinds of abnormal waveforms and
normal beats. The obtained results clearly confirmed the super-
iority of the proposed PSO–SVM classification system. Upon
averaging three experiments with a different total number of
training beats (250, 500, and 750, respectively), the PSO–SVM
classifier had an overall accuracy of 89.72% on 40438 test beats
selected from 20 patient records against 85.98%, 83.70%, and
82.34% for the SVM, k-NN, and RBF classifiers, respectively.

In [27], the authors propose a hybrid rough k-means and PSO
algorithm for image classification. First, rough set theory is used
to establish the lower and upper bound for data clustering in the
k-means algorithm. Then, PSO is employed to optimize the
solutions of the rough k-means algorithm. The combined
algorithm was called the Rough k-means PSO algorithm. The
experimental results on test images (Tool image, Tom cat image
and planet image) showed that the proposed algorithm performs
better than using a k-means only and improves the classification
in the blurred and vague areas of the images.

In [28], the authors propose a novel algorithm to classify
mental task signals by using PSO to train recurrent neural
networks. The PSO RNN-based classification of EEG signals
recorded during mental tasks (such as Complex Problem Solving,
Geometric Figure Rotation, Mental Letter Composing, and Visual
Counting) was investigated. The results indicated the feasibility of
classifying EEG (Electroencephalography) patterns related to
mental tasks. The neural network was trained and tested with
mental task signals acquired from two subjects. An average
classification performance of 89.9% was observed.

In [29], the authors present a new approach for the visual
localization, detection, and classification of various non-
stationary power signals using a variety of windowing techni-
ques. Several non-stationary power signals are processed to
extract relevant features for pattern classification. The extracted
features were clustered using the fuzzy C-means algorithm, with
further refinement of the cluster centers using PSO or a genetic
algorithm. The fuzzy C-means algorithm is commonly used for
data clustering, but it suffers from the trial-and-error choice of
the initial cluster centers and the noise in the original time series.
Also, the algorithm can get stuck in local minima. A hybrid fuzzy
C-means PSO clustering technique is less sensitive to these
problems. This was confirmed by the very high classification
accuracy of the proposed algorithm.

In [30], the authors propose a novel particle swarm approach
to evolve neural networks which aims to simultaneously optimize
the architecture and the set of weights. The approach randomly
generates multiple neural architectures competing with each
other, while fine-tuning their architectural gaps with PSO to
optimize the target model. The experiments performed on bench-
mark datasets from the UCI machine repository (Iris, Wine, Pima
and Bupa) showed that the performance of the proposed
7 Available by following the link: http://ecg.mit.edu/dbinfo.html.

http://ecg.mit.edu/dbinfo.html
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approach had good classification accuracy and good generaliza-
tion ability.

In [31], the author introduces the use of PSO to train near-optimal
decision trees. PSO is applied both in a single objective formulation
(minimizing misclassification cost) and a multi-objective formula-
tion (trading off misclassification rates across classes). The key
results were the overall success of multi-objective PSO when applied
to decision tree classification problems thanks to its ability to find a
set of decision trees that trade-off the different misclassification
error rates, and its tendency to find better single objective solutions
than single-objective PSO.

In [32], the authors propose a novel method for string pattern
recognition using an Evolving Spiking Neural Network (ESNN)
with Quantum-inspired particle swarm optimization (QiPSO).
The study is based on representing information as binary struc-
tures. The mechanism optimizes the ESNN parameters and
relevant features by using the wrapper approach8 for feature
selection. String kernels are used to transform the input data to
the desired input format. A kernel enables the classifier algorithm
to map the original non-linear separable data into higher-
dimensional space which is linearly separable. The results on
Reuters string datasets show promising string classification as
well as satisfactory QiPSO performance in obtaining the best
combination of ESNN parameters and in identifying the most
relevant features.

In [33], the authors describe a hybrid PSO–ACO (Ant Colony
Optimization) algorithm to automatically classify well drilling
operation stages. The basic motivation for designing the hybrid
algorithm was to make PSO more effective at coping with
categorical attributes, using the pheromone-based mechanism
of ACO. Thanks to this, the PSO/ACO algorithm would create a
classification metaheuristic that supports both nominal and con-
tinuous attributes. The stages of the drilling operation were learnt
by the PSO/ACO algorithm based on a classification elaborated by
a Petroleum Engineering expert; then its performance was com-
pared to that of others classification methods: bio-inspired algo-
rithms (artificial immune systems), decision tree learning
algorithms and rule induction algorithm. In doing so, although
the PSO/ACO algorithm was proposed to deal with both contin-
uous and nominal attributes, without first converting the latter to
a binary representation, only continuous attributes were consid-
ered in the experiments conducted on a mud-logging dataset.
The experiments showed that, in general, the PSO/ACO algorithm
is at least comparable to the rule and tree learner algorithms in
terms of accuracy.

In [34], the authors are interested in selecting a relevant and
discriminative combination of genes for cancer classification.
A back propagation (BP) neural network is employed to construct
a classifier, and PSO is used to select a discriminative combination
of genes and optimize the BP classifier accordingly. Besides,
sample prior information is encoded into the PSO algorithm for
better performance. The proposed approach is validated on the
Leukemia dataset. The experimental results showed that the
method selects fewer discriminative genes while having compar-
able performance to the traditional classification approaches
(logistic regression, neural networks, C4.5).

In [35], the authors present a new classification approach for
microcalcification detection in digital mammograms using PSO
and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering. Particle swarm optimization
permits the automatic search for cluster centers in the data, using
the Social-only model or Cognition-only model. The proposed
8 The wrapper feature selection approach is a variation of best-first search.

When the search algorithm reaches a new node of the space, the features subset is

fed to the classifier multiple times and the predictive accuracy of the classifier is

estimated. The search stops when no better subsets have been found [37].
classification approach is applied to a database of 322 dense
mammographic images, originating from the MIAS database. The
results showed that the proposed PSO–FCM approach gives better
detection performance (88.50%) in comparison to conventional
FCM approaches (83.4%).

In [36], a new hybrid metaheuristic learning algorithm is
introduced to choose the best parameters for the PROAFTN
classification method. PROAFTN is a multi-criteria decision ana-
lysis (MCDA) method which requires the values of several para-
meters to be determined prior to classification. These parameters
include interval boundaries for the relative weights of each
attribute. The proposed learning algorithm, identified as
PSOPRO-RVNS because of its integration of PSO and reduced
variable neighborhood search (RVNS), is used to automatically
determine all PROAFTN parameters. The combination of PSO and
RVNS allows to improve the exploration capabilities of PSO by
setting some search points to be iteratively re-explored using
RVNS. The experimental evaluations showed that PSOPRO-RVNS
outperformed six well-known machine learning classifiers (Tree
induction J48, Naive Bayes, Support Vector machines, multilayer
perceptron, instance-based learning IBk, and rule learning PART)
in a variety of problems (Breast CancerWisconsin Original, Trans-
fusion Service Center, Heart Disease, Hepatitis, Haberman’s
Survival, Iris, LiverDisorders, MammographicMass, Pima Indians-
Diabetes, Statlog Australian Credit Approval, Teaching Assistant
Evaluation and Wine).

Here also, we observe that:
�
 The range of application fields of hybrid PSO is very large, with
most work done in signal processing.

�
 An optimization problem is formulated to handle the para-

meters of another approach. Exceptionally, in [24,33] PSO is
the object of optimization (by SA and ACO, respectively).

�
 For most related works, hybrid PSO performs better than other

approaches it is compared to.

4. Addressed problems in the literature

Throughout our review of the literature on PSO-based classi-
fication, two problems were recurrent: the one of high dimen-
sionality, combined or not with the large size of the database, and
the problem of how to process mixed-valued data (continuous,
discrete or categorical). In the remainder of this section, we
analyze these problems by reviewing the approaches encountered
in literature (regardless of the classification task), including PSO.
4.1. High dimensionality problem

Classification using high-dimensional features arises frequently.
Fan and Fan in [38] study the impact of high dimensionality on
classification. They point out that the difficulty of high dimensional
classification is intrinsically caused by the existence of noise
features that do not contribute to reduce the classification error.
Classification using all the features can be as poor as random
guessing, due to noise accumulation in estimating the population
centroids in high-dimensional feature space. They demonstrate
that almost all linear discriminants can perform poorly under such
circumstances. Thus, it is important to select a subset of important
features for high-dimensional classification.

PSC performance can also suffer from this problem. De Falco
et al. [6] evaluated PSO’s effectiveness at classifying data from
different databases, amongst them some high-dimensional. They
analyzed the total number of data instances (D), the number of
classes into which it is divided (C) and the number of parameters
composing each instance (N), and noted that a relationship might
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exist between PSO performance and the product (P¼D�N) on
one part, and the number of classes C on the other part. Their
conclusions were that the PSO classification accuracy tends to
decrease with increasing values of C, and also with increasing
values of P.

4.1.1. Solutions by search space reduction

Fodor in [39] noticed that traditional statistical methods break
down for high dimensional problems partly because of the
increase in the number of observations, and mostly because of
the increase in the number of variables associated with each
observation. High-dimensional datasets present many mathema-
tical challenges as well as some opportunities to represent more
aspects of the information, and are bound to give rise to new
theoretical developments. So he proposed a survey of tools to
remedy the high dimensionality problem. Fodor reviewed tradi-
tional and then current state-of-the-art dimension reduction
methods published in the statistics, signal processing and
machine learning literature, amongst them principal component
analysis (PCA) and factor analysis (FA) which are the two most
widely used linear dimension reduction methods based on
second-order statistics. For datasets that are not realizations from
Gaussian distributions, higher-order dimension reduction meth-
ods, using information not contained in the covariance matrix, are
more appropriate. These include independent component analysis
(ICA) and non-linear principal component analysis which can be
considered to be a special case of it. Fodor presented some
extensions of previous approaches and non-linear dimension
reduction techniques such as topologically continuous maps,
neural networks, vector quantization, and genetic and evolution-
ary algorithms.

4.1.2. Solutions by improved search

Instead of reducing the search space dimensions, the authors
in [10] focus on better exploration techniques. In the literature,
more sophisticated implementations of the PSO algorithm modify
either the control mechanism for position updating and/or the
population initialization. For instance, Liu et al. [40] propose a
strategy to drive lazy particles (responsible of stagnation leading
to premature convergence) and let them explore better solutions.
If a particle’s velocity decreases to a minimum threshold, a new
velocity is assigned using a turbulence mechanism. The minimum
velocity threshold of the particles is tuned adaptively by using a
fuzzy logic controller. Coelho et al. [41] present a hybrid method
where the PSO component uses chaotic sequences generated by a
Henon map. The application of chaotic sequences instead of
random sequences in PSO is a powerful strategy to diversify the
population of particles and improve PSO performance by pre-
venting premature convergence to local minima. More yet, many
authors combine PSO and simulated annealing (SA) so that PSO
finds a global best solution that is then refined by a local search
with SA, or where SA helps to escape from local minima (see
[42–44] for typical examples of use).

We present two mechanisms that have proven their efficiency
in previous work [10]: confinement and wind dispersion.
The confinement mechanism acts by forcing position changes to
lay within an finite interval [45]. It consists of bounding the
position components of a particle in such a way that, for the kth
component in the N-dimensional position space, Eq. (3) becomes:

xi,k tþ1ð Þ ¼MIN MAX xi,kðt
� �

þvi,k tþ1ð Þ,xminÞ,xmaxÞ
�

ð3aÞ

with xmin¼0 and xmax¼1.
The second mechanism, described in [22] as a chaotic search

process, is wind dispersion. Wind speed and direction effects are
introduced in order to model the search space’s ‘‘biological
atmosphere’’ at the time of updating particle positions. The
update of the wind speed is given by the following equation:

vw tþ1ð Þ ¼ vwðtÞþvop � randðÞþvsu � randðÞ ð8Þ

where vw is the wind velocity, vop is the opposing direction factor
equal to �1 and vsu is the supporting direction factor equal to 1,
and rand is a random vector generator. The wind speed has one of
two effects: a particle’s motion can be opposed or supported by it.
The opposing effect slows down the particle in reaching the
group’s global best, whereas the supporting effect increases the
particle velocity in reaching it. Each particle is separately updated
by the wind equation. This is supported by the fact that particles
are spatially separated from each other, and thus are subject to
different dynamic forces from the atmosphere. When the values
of the opposing and supporting wind velocities are equal, a static
atmosphere is modeled. The modified position update equation
for the kth dimension in the N-dimensional position space is then
given by:

xi,k tþ1ð Þ ¼ xi,kðtÞþvi,k tþ1ð Þþvwk tþ1ð Þ ð3bÞ

When combining this with confinement, we get:

xi,k tþ1ð Þ ¼MIN MAX xi,kðt
� ��

þvi,k tþ1ð Þþvwk tþ1ð Þ,xminÞ,xmaxÞ ð3cÞ

The initial values of wind speed and wind direction play an
important role in determining the final convergence of the
particles to the optimal solution.

4.2. Mixed attribute data problem

Heterogeneous input data consisting of a mixture of numerical
discrete, continuous and nominal variables are frequent in classi-
fication tasks. For example, when sorting patients into diagnostic
and prognostic groups (healthy and sick) in a hospital, so as to
decide whether to admit them in or treat them as outpatients, the
outcome typically relies on indicators that include continuous
(e.g., temperature, oxygen saturation level, etc.), nominal (e.g.,
presence or absence of some symptoms, patient gender, etc.) and
ordinal measurements (e.g., score). Another example is the
analysis of a credit application in a banking context. It usually
includes classifying the application as risky or not, based on
information such as age (numerical discrete), annual gain (con-
tinuous) or marital status (categorical).

When dealing with such mixed data, typical classifiers conduct
a preliminary coding stage that maps the non numeric values into
integers, but they face two related problems in doing so: how to
establish an order relation on the transformed data that account for
the actual weight of the different values or, equivalently, how to
address the knowledge representation bias caused by an arbitrary
coding (e.g., enumeration) that ignores the relative importance of
the individual non-numeric values. In [46], an approach that avoids
the previous problems by interpreting instead of plain coding is
presented. The interpretation mechanism inherently reproduces
the weighting semantic and is easily integrated in a metaheuristics
classification approach, for instance PSO.

4.2.1. Solutions using discrete PSO

Several methods have been proposed to discretize the PSO
algorithm so that it can be used to solve discrete problems, for
which it is not possible to ‘‘fly’’ particles continuously: A survey of
these methods follows:

4.2.1.1. Binary string encoding. A modification of the PSO
algorithm for solving problems with binary-valued solution
elements was developed by PSO’s creators in [47]. The modified
algorithm replaces the particle position vector update mechanism
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given by Eq. (3) by a new one where the position vector
components are given by:

xi,j ¼
1 if randðÞoS vi,j

� �
0 other wise

(
ð9Þ

where vi,j stays as in Eq. (1) with i being the particle index and j

that of the component, and S(vi,j) is the sigmoid function. Since
particles cannot fly continuously through a discrete-valued space,
the significance of the velocity variable was changed to indicate
the probability of the corresponding solution element assuming a
value of 0 or 1. The velocity is updated in much the same way as
in standard PSO, though no inertia coefficient is used here. For
assigning a new particle value, the velocity term is mapped into
the range (0, 1), and the particle element is randomly set with the
probability of picking 1 given by S(vi,j). This prevents the
probability of it assuming a value of 0 or 1 from being too high.

Although the discrete-value modification of PSO (henceforth
referred to as DPSO) was shown to be able to optimize various
discrete-valued problems, it is limited to discrete problems with
binary valued solution elements.

Different variants of this approach have been proposed.
Al-kazemi and Mohan [48] use a technique where particles are
alternatively influenced by their own best position and the best
position among their neighbors. In this DPSO strategy, the
velocity is updated as in standard PSO, with the difference that
each element of the triple {w, c1, c2} in Eq. (1) assume only the
values 1 and �1, and only a given number of combinations of the
different coefficients are possible. The combinations are referred
to as phases of the particles and determine their directions of
movement. At any given time, each particle is in one of the
possible phases, and the next phase to select is determined by
means of the previous phase and the number of iterations
executed so far. The smallest possible non-trivial number of
phases used in the DPSO method by [48] consists of two phases.
In the first phase, each ith particle uses coefficients (1, �1, 1) by
directing the particle movement toward gi, i.e., the best position
of its social neighborhood N(i). Instead, in the second phase, each
ith particle uses coefficients (1, 1, �1) by directing the particle
movement toward its own best position bi. A phase change occurs
if no improvement of the best solution to date is obtained within
a given number of iterations in the current phase.

In [49], the authors developed a DPSO algorithm that considers
a larger number of coefficient combinations, referred to as
quantum states of the particles, and a slightly different update
equation for particle velocity inspired by the principles of quan-
tum computing. In quantum theory, a bit is the minimum unit
carrying information and it is always in a state within the
range [0,1]. A quantum particle vector is defined as follows:
V¼[V1,V2,y,VM ], where Vi¼[v1

i , v2
i y,vN

i ] with 0rvi
jr1 and

i¼1, 2,y,M, j¼1, 2,y,N, N being the particle length, M being
the swarm size and vi

j denoting the probability of the jth bit of the
ith particle being 0. The the rule to move from a quantum particle
vector to a discrete particle vector is as follows: Assume that
X¼[X1, X2,y,XM], where Xi¼[x1

i , x2
i ,y,xN

i ]), is the particle denota-
tion for the practical problem, M being the swarm size. For each
vij, generate a random number in the range [0,1]. If the random
number is greater than vij then xij¼1 otherwise xij¼0. Then, the
DPSO algorithm can be described by:

Vlocalbest ¼ a� xlocalbestþb� 1�xlocalbestð Þ ð10aÞ

Vglobalbest ¼ a� xglobalbestþb� 1�xglobalbest

� �
ð10bÞ

V ¼w� Vþc1 � Vlocalbestþc2 � Vglobalbest ð10cÞ

where aþb¼1, 0oa, bo1 are control parameters that indicate the
control degree of V, wþc1þc2¼1, 0ow, c1, c2o1. In (10c), the first
part represents the inertia of the previous probability, the second part
is the ‘‘cognition’’ part which represents the local exploration prob-
ability; the third part is the ‘‘social’’ part which represents the
cooperation among all quantum particles. So w, c1 and c2 represent
the degree of belief in oneself, local exploration and global explora-
tion, respectively.

Both methods developed in [48, 49] use the same principles as
the original DPSO [47] and both are limited to discrete problems
with binary-valued variables.

Pampara et al. [50] developed an indirect DPSO method by
reducing a binary problem to a continuous trigonometric function
having only four parameters to optimize, which allowed faster
optimization of several problems. This reduction is obtained by
means of angle modulation, a popular technique used in signal
processing and telecommunications. The standard PSO algorithm
[5] is then applied to optimize the four parameters of the
continuous trigonometric function. The function is successively
sampled at even intervals to produce a continuous value for each
interval. If the value is positive, the bit value assigned to the
corresponding interval assumes value 1, otherwise the corre-
sponding bit value assumes value 0. The set of all generated bit
values associated with the intervals represents the binary solu-
tion vector to the original binary problem. The benefit of this
technique is that a larger dimensional binary space can be
represented by a smaller 4-dimensional continuous space, thus
allowing faster convergence of the optimization phase with
respect to the other binary PSO methods in the literature. Still,
the technique was only applied to binary problems.

4.2.1.2. Rounding off of particle position values. This method rounds
off the continuous particle position values to the nearest integer to
generate the discrete solution (see [23]). However, the method
suffers from slow convergence as small velocity values (less than
0.5) are rounded to 0. So, if the velocity term is too low, the particle
will not move during the corresponding iteration. Considering that
complex optimization problems require thousands of iterations to
complete, the occurrence of small velocity values will significantly
slow down the optimization process. The authors in [51] propose
to modify the PSO algorithm so that particle positions generate a
continuous-valued solution. To convert the continuous-valued
positions into discrete form, they propose to use the following
equation (originally used to confine neural network datasets
within a predefined range):

y¼ round
ymax�ymin

� �
r�rminð Þ

rmax�rmin
þymin

� �
ð11Þ

where y is the discrete-valued particle position, ymin and ymax are
the lowest and highest values of the discrete-valued position, and
rmin and rmax are the lowest and highest values of the original
continuous-valued solution.

To use this equation, the continuous-valued solution should be
in the range [rmin, rmax], and the desired discrete valued solution
should be defined in the range [ymin, ymax]. Thus, optimization is
performed with continuous values, but discrete values are used to
solve the discrete-form fitness function. After optimization, the
optimal continuous-valued solution can be converted back to a
discrete value using Eq. (11).

4.2.1.3. Discrete multi-valued particle swarm optimization. Multi-
valued PSO (MVPSO) [52] considers variables with multiple
discrete values. While the position of each particle is a one-
dimensional array in continuous PSO, and a 2-dimensional array
in the case of DPSO, in MVPSO, it is expressed by means of a
3-dimensional array xijk, representing the probability that the ith
particle in the jth iteration assumes the kth value. To evaluate the
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fitness of a particle, the solution elements xijk are probabilistically
generated following a sigmoid distribution, thus making the
evaluation process inherently stochastic. Because the particle
terms are real-valued, this representation allows velocity to be
used in the same way as in standard PSO [5] where vijk represents
the velocity of xijk. Therefore, it is still possible to update the
velocity vijk by means of the classical equation.

4.2.1.4. Jumping particle swarm optimization (JPSO). JPSO is a new
DPSO proposed in [53], and extended in [54]. The approach does
not consider any velocity since, from the lack of continuity of
movement in a discrete space, the notion of velocity has less
meaning; however the attraction by the best positions is kept.
JPSO considers a swarm of particles whose positions evolve in the
solution space, jumping from one solution to another. For each
iteration, each particle has a random behavior or jumps to a
solution in a manner guided by the effect of an attractor.
The algorithm considers three attractors for the movement of a
particle i: its own best position to date (bi), the best position of its
social neighborhood (gi), interpreted as the best position obtained
within the swarm in the current iteration, and the best position to
date obtained by all the particles, which is called the global best
position (gn). A jump approaching an attractor consists of
changing a feature of the current solution by a feature of the
attractor. Each particle is further allowed to behave randomly by
performing random jumps. These consist of randomly selecting a
feature of the solution and changing its value. A natural
inspiration for this process is found in frogs jumping from a lily
pad to another in a pool, hence the name Jumping particle swarm
optimization. The authors show that JPSO is able to obtain good
approximate solutions for large size data sets.

4.2.2. Attribute type-based position interpretation for mixed-

attribute PSO

The previous studies were all concerned with modeling PSO as
a continuous or discrete-valued PSO problem, but as mentioned
before, this creates potential problems when facing nominal
attributes (defined here as attributes that take a finite number
of non-numeric values, categorical or symbolic) and mapping
their non numeric values into integers as usually done. Such cases
create the problems of how to establish an order relation on the
transformed data and how to address the bias caused by a flat
representation, with the result of losing the real relative impor-
tance of the individual non-numeric values after the coding
process.

In [55] a PSO algorithm with an attribute type-based position
interpretation mechanism was proposed for retrieving cases
having a mixed-attribute description from a case base. It was
used again in Refs. [46, 56] for a classification task tested on
various datasets. The approach avoids the previous problems by
interpreting instead of coding, and the interpretation mechanism
inherently reproduces the weighting semantics and is easily
integrated in a metaheuristic-based classification approach as it
is uniformly applicable to classification tasks with nominal,
continuous and discrete input data. The main idea is to start
from a continuous PSO algorithm and use mechanisms for the
interpretation of particle positions in the right way. Two spaces
are considered: a search space in which particles evolve with
continuous coordinates as in standard PSO and a description
space reflecting reality, where the input vectors are expressed
with continuous, numerical discrete or nominal components.
It follows that while a particle evolves along continuous axes in
the particle space, its positions are interpreted in terms of
descriptors (attributes) of miscellaneous natures in the descrip-
tion space. A semantic mapping between the two spaces allows
moving from one to the other. It is ensured by a set of inter-
pretation mechanisms that allow the continuous values in the
first space to have corresponding continuous, discrete or nominal
values in the second. Essentially, one of the following measures is
called upon between the search and description spaces:
�
 Identity or affine transformation for continuous attributes.
As a result, the continuous particle coordinates map to con-
tinuous equivalents in the description space as done in
standard PSO.

�
 Rounding for integer attributes as often done in discrete PSO.

This method rounds off the continuous particle coordinates to
the nearest integer to generate the discrete solution in
description space.

�
 Frequency substitution for nominal attributes. The corre-

sponding particle coordinates in the search space are inter-
preted as the attribute frequencies in the description space.

Thanks to the interpretation mechanisms, the PSO algorithm
keeps functioning as a continuous model; only the interpretation
of particle positions changes. The changes occur prior to evaluat-
ing the fitness function which still expresses the semantics of the
description space. Velocity, position and inertia keep evolving in
the continuous search space, and only the fitness function is
evaluated with the interpreted values of the mixed attributes in
the description space. So, the values of yk

c and xi
c in Eq. (7) refer to

attribute values in the description space, although their search
space equivalents are used. In other terms, we search in ‘search
space’ but compare in ‘description space’.
5. Classification performance and PSC positioning

In the previous section, we discussed the potential problems of
high dimensionality and how to process mixed-valued data. In
this section, we continue our analysis in an empirical experi-
mental classification context which will also enable us to situate
PSC with respect to conventional classification techniques in
terms of accuracy. Thus, we performed a positioning study which
was done from a data use perspective since we cannot say how
a classification approach performs in the absolute. We used a
context composed of one proprietary dataset and 5 datasets from
the UCI Repository [57]. These were the FLUO (proprietary), LET
and OPTIDIGIT datasets for testing high dimensionality, and the
Adult, CMC and Abalone datasets for testing mixed-attribute data.

5.1. Results for high dimensionality problem

5.1.1. FLUO dataset

The FLUO data set was used in [58]. The authors used a multi-
wavelength sensor to acquire fluorescence data from various
organic substances at different concentrations. Then, they trained
an artificial neural network (ANN) with the collected data and used
the ANN to classify new data collected by the sensor. The aim of
classification was to predict target classes predefined to corre-
spond to specific substance-concentration pairs, for given input
patterns. The FLUO dataset has the following characteristics:
�
 Number of instances for the training set¼2103.

�
 Number of instances for the test set¼1051.

�
 Input space dimension¼64.

�
 Number of classes¼19.
The ANN architecture in [58] is based on a multilayer percep-
tron (MLP) with two hidden layers and one output neuron,
trained with the resilient backprobagation (RPROP) algorithm.
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The system was tested to identify four fluorescent organic
compounds at different concentrations, chosen in view of their
excitation and emission wavelengths falling within the range of
the sensor’s front end. The obtained results showed an excellent
performance of the system at identifying and quantifying the
compounds at different concentrations, with over 95% recognition
accuracy (Table 1).

In [10], a classical PSO was applied first. The obtained recogni-
tion accuracy was very bad. These results tend to corroborate the
conclusions of [6] to the effect that PSO is less performing for data
sets with high dimensions. However, when a confinement
mechanism was used to update particle positions, the accuracy
jumped to 100% and a computation cost of 1.05 min. This jump
could be explained by the fact that the input data from the
sensing device were normalized. Thus, the particles should have
evolved within a bounded search space with position components
in the range [0,1]. In reality, the position components took very
large values, and it was the mechanism of interval confinement
[45] that solved the problem. When combined to wind dispersion,
the same results as with confinement mechanism were observed.

5.1.2. LET dataset

The LET (for Letter recognition) dataset in the UCI Repository
[57] relates to the problem of classifying typed upper case letters
of the Latin alphabet based on a number of statistical properties
of their pixel images. LET consists of 20000 unique letter images
obtained by randomly distorting pixel images of the 26 uppercase
letters from 20 different commercial fonts. The parent fonts
represent a full range of character types including script, italic,
serif, and Gothic. The features of each of the 20 000 characters are
summarized in terms of 16 primitive numerical attributes.
The LET database has the following characteristics:
�
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the
Number of instances for the training set¼16 000.

�
 Number of space dimension¼16.

�
 Number of classes¼26.

�
 Number of instances in the test set¼4000.
Table 2
Reported classification performance for LET data set.

Approach Reference Accuracy
(%)

Learning
time

Adaptative classifier systems [59] 80.00 N/A

NB [60] 74.12 N/A
The first use of LET was in [59] where the authors describe an
adaptive supervised classifier system which creates lists of fixed
length condition-action rules (i.e., classification rules) that are
applied in parallel to ‘‘messages’’ representing the presence or
absence of specific features in the current environment. Classifier
systems typically possess three major components: a perfor-
mance algorithm that compares rules with messages to deter-
mine which rule(s) should be activated, a reinforcement
algorithm that modifies the strength of each rule, based on its
‘‘fitness’’ in the current environment, and a rule-creation algo-
rithm that generalizes exemplars or combines current rules to
produce new ones. The research for this article investigated the
ability to learn to correctly guess the letter categories associated
with vectors of 16 integer attributes extracted from images of
letters. The best accuracy obtained was slightly over 80%.
le 1
orted classification performance on FLUO data set.

pproach Reference Accuracy

(%)

Learning

time

LP [58] 95 N/A

SO (classical) [10] 64.29 8.38 min

SO with confinement [10] 100 1.05 min

SO with wind dispersion and

confinement

[10] 100 1.06 min

es: N/A¼Not available; PSO results based on an error tolerance of 70.005 for

fitness function.
More recently, the authors in [60] developed a new algorithm
for the computation of piecewise-linear boundaries of finite point
sets. Their algorithm consists of two main stages. In the first one,
they compute a hyperbox that approximates each class. Then, the
obtained hyperboxes allow identification of so-called indetermi-
nate regions, where data points from different classes are mixed.
Data points that belong to only one hyperbox are called classified
points, and they are removed from further examination. In most
cases, the use of hyperboxes allows to significantly reduce the
number of data points and, consequently, the computational
effort. After implementation of the algorithm, called Maxmin,
the authors tested it on LET and used a number of classifiers from
the WEKA suite for comparison. The authors chose a representa-
tive of each type of classifier in WEKA: Naive Bayes (with kernel),
Instance-based algorithm IBk (with k¼5), Logistic Regression
based classifier Logistic, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), support
vector machine classifiers, Linear LibSVM (LIBSVM (LIN)) and
decision tree classifier J48 (which is an implementation of the
C4.5 algorithm) and the rule based classifier PART. In addition,
they also tested Poly, a classifier based on polyhedral separability
[61]. Since the number of hyperplanes in polyhedral separability
is not known a priori, they ran the algorithm with 2 to 5 hyper-
planes and reported the best results on the test set. The best
classification result was an accuracy of 94.96%, obtained with the
Instance-Based-Algorithm (see Table 2).

In [56], the application of classical PSO led to a recognition
accuracy of 69% for a computation cost of 42.21 min. When the
particle update rule used confinement, the recognition accuracy
decreased to 64.27% with a computation cost of 44.22 min,
showing that interval confinement alone does not perform well
all the time. On the other hand, the application of both wind
dispersion and confinement led to the best classification results of
all classifiers that we surveyed, with a value of 95.20% and a
learning time of 23.40 min (see Table 2).
5.1.3. OPTIDIGIT dataset

This dataset contains handwritten digits and was used in [62]
for classification performance testing. The authors used prepro-
cessing programs made available by NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology) to extract normalized bitmaps of
handwritten digits from a preprinted form. The 32 by 32 normal-
ized bitmaps were low-pass filtered and undersampled to get 8 by
8 matrices where each element is an integer in the range 0 to 16.
44 people filled in forms. The authors propose a multistage
recognition system that consists of cascading a linear parametric
IBk [60] 94.96 N/A

Logistic [60] 77.40 N/A

MLP [60] 83.20 N/A

LIBSVM [60] 82.40 N/A

J48 [60] 87.70 N/A

Maxmin [60] 91.82 N/A

PART [60] 87.32 N/A

Poly [61] 88.68 N/A

PSO (classical) [56] 69 42.21 min

PSO with confinement [56] 64.27 44.22 min

PSO with wind dispersion and

confinement

[56] 95.20 23.40 min

Notes: N/A¼Not available; PSO results based on an error tolerance of 70.005 for

the fitness function.
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model and a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) nonparametric classifier
The linear model learns a ‘rule’ and the k-NN learns the ‘excep-
tions’ rejected by the ‘rule’. Instead of finding a complex rule that
explains all the cases, the idea is to have a simpler linear model
that explains a large percentage of the cases, keeping a list of the
cases not covered by the rule as exceptions. Thus, inputs rejected
by the first stage are handled by the second stage which uses
costlier features or decision making mechanisms. The OPTIDIGIT
database is characterized by:
�
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Number of instances for the training set¼3823.

�
 Number of instances for the test set¼1797.

�
 Input space dimension¼64.

�
 Number of classes¼10.
The best recognition accuracy for the test set using the
approach of [62] was 98% when using k¼1 and a Euclidean
distance metric for the k-NN classifier. The performance of the
first classifier was given in term of the percentage of patterns
stored to be treated by the second classifier, and it was between
3% and 7% (Table 3).

In [63], the authors studied how evolutionary algorithms scale
for larger datasets, and experimented a ‘1þ1’ evolutionary
strategy (one parent and one mutant) and a simple genetic
algorithm on OPTIDIGIT. The larger size of the training set could
cause fitness evaluations to be prohibitively expensive, and
therefore they sought to obtain faster approximate evaluations
by sampling the training set. The best accuracy they obtained on
the entire data was 90.2%71.1 with a time consumption of
144.2 s.
le 3
orted classification performance for OPTIDIGIT data set.

pproach Reference Accuracy
(%)

Learning
time

-NN [62] 98.00 N/A

A [63] 90.271.1 144.2 s

4.5 [64] 79.58 N/A

4.5 Boosted [64] 95.10 N/A

SO (classical) [10] 98.43 32.88 min

SO with confinement [10] 96.42 35.09 min

SO with wind dispersion and

confinement

[10] 99.44 9.36 min

es: N/A¼Not available; PSO results based on an error tolerance of 70.005 for

fitness function.

le 4
orted classification performance for adult dataset.

pproach Reference Data size (trai

BTree [65] 30162/15060

BC [66] 32561/16281

4.5 [66] 32561/16281

AN [67] 32561/16281 (

AN [67] 32561/16281 (

BN [67] 32561/16281 (

VM [68] 400 training in

VM [69] 32561/16281

NN [70] 48842 (n)

-NN [70] 48842 (n)

SO(classical) [46] 32561/16281

SO with wind dispersion and confinement [46] 32561/16281

SO with wind dispersion and confinement [46] 48842 (n)

SO with wind dispersion and confinement [46] 4883/4883

es: N/A¼Not available; PSO results all based on an error tolerance of 70.003 for t
n Ten-fold cross validation.
In [64] the authors experimented with different techniques to
boost the performance of the C4.5 algorithm, the best result they
obtained was of 95.10% instead of 79.58% for the non boosted C4.5
algorithm.

In [10], classical PSO gives a recognition accuracy of 98.43% for
a computation cost of 32.88 min, and the addition of the confine-
ment mechanism yielded 96.42% of recognition accuracy for a
computation cost of 35.09 min. As with the LET dataset, the
combination of confinement with wind dispersion led to the best
results with a recognition accuracy of 99.44% and a learning time
of 9.36 min.
5.2. Results for mixed attribute data sets

5.2.1. Adult dataset

In addition to a high dimensionality characteristic, the Adult
dataset has mixed attribute descriptions since the 14 attributes of
each of its 48 842 records are a mix of continuous and discrete
(numerical and nominal) values. The dataset was originally
developed for the prediction of whether a person’s yearly income
is higher than 50 k$. The authors in [57] also report the prediction
error rates of different known classification algorithms.

Over fifty papers exist in the literature in relation to the Adult
dataset. We focus on the ones that use supervised learning for the
classification task. These use mainly decision tree (C4.5), naı̈ve
Bayesian (NB and NB tree), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) and support vector machine (SVM)
approaches.

Table 4 provides the best accuracies achieved by the different
works we surveyed. Unfortunately, it is difficult to make precise
comparisons with these results since not all the works use the
entire dataset, and many either ignore instances with missing
values (7% of the total number of instances), utilize a reduced set
of instances, or only consider a subset of the attributes.

In [65], the authors present the Naive Bayes Tree algorithm
(NBTree), a hybridation of Naı̈ve Bayes and decision trees classi-
fiers. NBTree is similar to the classical recursive partitioning
schemes, except that the leaf nodes are Naı̈ve_Bayes categories
instead of nodes predicting a single class. In [66], the authors
present a Naı̈ve or Simple Bayes Classifier (SBC) which assigns to
each test example a score between 0 and 1, interpreted as a class
membership probability estimate. Simple Bayes has been used as
classifier for many years since it is easy to construct and the
classification process can be efficient for large datasets. However,
the approach relies on the assumption that the attributes of
n/test) Accuracy Training time

85.9070.28 N/A

84.1870.29 N/A

85.9770.27 N/A

13 attributes) 86.0170.27 131 s

13 attributes) 85.8270.27 536 s

13 attributes) 86.1170.27 515 s

stances from non-missing value data 84.7070.30 Few minutes

85.02 1065.9 s

80.87 N/A

80.70 N/A

99.83% 9.78 h

100% 6.48 h

99.56% 17.74 h

91.77 1874.2 s

he fitness function, except the last one where the error tolerance is 70.005.
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examples are independent given the class of the examples, which
can be a problematic. The authors in [66] focused on the
robustness of the approach to obvious violation of the indepen-
dence assumption and on various techniques to process unknown
values. They also report results with the inductive learning C4.5
algorithm.

In [67], the authors empirically evaluate algorithms for learn-
ing three types of Bayesian network (BN) classifiers and discuss
how these methods address the overfitting problem and provide a
natural method for feature subset selection. The BN were: tree
augmented Naı̈ve-Bayes (TAN), BN augmented Naı̈ve-Bayes (BAN)
and general BNs (GBN). The TAN classifier extends Naı̈ve-Bayes by
allowing attributes to form a tree while the BAN classifier extends
TAN by allowing attributes to form an arbitrary graph instead of a
tree. GBN is another type of unrestricted BN classifier. A common
feature of TAN and BAN is that the class node is treated as a
special node (the parent of all the features). On the other hand,
GBN treats the class nodes as ordinary nodes and is not necessa-
rily a parent of all the feature nodes.

In [68], the authors propose an approach that operates on a
reduced set and keeps the number of model parameters small in
order to remedy the problem of kernel-based methods, the
excessive time and memory requirements when applied to large
datasets. The kernel methods’ mapping of data into higher
dimensional spaces for better performance at classification and
regression tasks becomes a bottleneck when this dimensionality
is important, since the corresponding training methods scale with
polynomial complexity for large instance problems. In their
paper, the authors present a variant of least square support vector
machine (LS-SVM), which operates in primal space and has two
important advantages: a small number of regression coefficients
(which allows a fast training) and a sparse kernel expansion
(which allows fast evaluation). For the Adult dataset, the LS-SVM
was trained and cross-validated with reduced datasets of size
m¼400, thus ignoring information that may have been conveyed
only by the entire training set.

Also addressing the problem of excessive time and memory
requirements when applying kernel-based methods to large
datasets, the authors in [69] show that decomposition methods
based on alpha seeding techniques are extremely useful for
solving a sequence of linear SVMs with more data than attributes.
The decomposition method is an iterative procedure where, for
each iteration, the index set of the variables is separated in two.
The variables corresponding to a non working set are fixed while
a sub-problem on variables corresponding to working set is
minimized. The term alpha seeding is used to refer to any method
which provides initial estimates of the alpha values for the
optimization problem (instead of using the default of all zero
alphas that usual SVM methods use). The alpha seeding approach
performs so well that its total number of iterations is much less
than solving one single linear SVM with the original decomposi-
tion implementation.

In [70], the authors address the robustness of commonly used
classifiers to changing environments. They simulate the changing
environments by reducing the influence on the class of the most
significant attributes. Based on their analysis, k-Nearest Neighbor
(k-NN) and artificial neural networks (ANN) are the most robust
learners.

In [46], the application of classical PSO gives a recognition
accuracy of 99.83% for a learning time of 9.78 h. When applying
wind dispersion combined with confinement, the approach
reaches perfect accuracy and a lower learning time of 6.48 h
(in a 2/3 and 1/3 validation). The accuracy slightly diminishes to
99.56% with a mean learning time of 17.74 h in a ten-fold cross
validation. In all cases, PSO broadly wins in accuracy, but loses in
time consumption in comparison to the other classification
methods. It should be noted, however, that the training time is
intimately linked to the size of the training set. For instance, the
last row of Table 4 shows that when only one tenth of the Adult
database is used for training, the time consumption decreases
similarly.
5.2.2. CMC data set

The contraceptive method choice (CMC) dataset was devel-
oped for the prediction of women contraceptive choices. The data
are taken from the 1987 National Indonesia Contraceptive Pre-
valence Survey. The dataset has 1473 instances with 9 inputs
(2 continuous, 4 categorical and 3 binary). The problem is to
predict the current contraceptive method choice (no use, long-
term methods, or short-term methods) of a woman based on her
demographic and socio-economic characteristics (e.g., wife’s age,
religion).

Numerous papers also exist in the literature in relation to the
CMC data set. They use mainly statistical approaches (Nearest
Neighbors, Polyclass), decision trees (C4.5 enhanced, QUEST) and
more recently, population-based approaches and hybrid
approaches. Table 5 provides the best accuracies achieved by
the different works that we surveyed. All the works used a 10-fold
cross validation on the CMC data set.

One of the most exhaustive studies was due to Lim et al. [71].
It is a comparative study of 33 classification algorithms
(22 decision-tree, 9 statistical and 2 neural network algorithms)
on 32 datasets. Their performance was expressed in terms of
classification accuracy, training time, and number of leaves in the
case of trees. Lim and coworkers also ranked datasets by their
ease of classification, with the finding that CMC was among the
most difficult to classify. For that reason, only 3 of the 33
approaches were tested on CMC, namely:
�
 From the statistical family, they used the classical Nearest
Neighbor and POLYCLASS [72]. POLYCLASS fits polytomous
logistic regression model using linear splines and their tensor
products. It provides estimates for conditional class probabil-
ities which can then be used to predict class labels.

�
 From the decision tree classifier family, they used QUEST

(Quick, Unbiased, Efficient, Statistical Tree). QUEST has negli-
gible variable selection bias, computational simplicity, it
includes pruning as an option, and yields binary splits.
The reason for binary splits is that the QUEST trees may then
be easily compared with exhaustive search trees in terms of
stability of the splits and number of nodes [73]. We report the
results of two variants: QU0 and QU1 from [71].

In [74] the authors describe a hybrid inductive machine
learning algorithm called CLIP4. The algorithm first partitions
the data into subsets using a tree structure and then generates
production rules from the subsets stored at the leaf nodes.
The algorithm allows the generation of rules that involve inequal-
ities. It works with data that have a large number of examples and
attributes, can cope with noisy data, and can use numerical,
nominal, continuous, and missing-value attributes. It handles
nominal data by automatic front-end encoding into numerical
values. CLIP4 uses a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to improve the
accuracy of the generated rules. CLIP4’s genetic module works
by exploiting a single loop through a number of evolving popula-
tions. The loop consists of establishing the initial population and
subsequently performing selection of the new population from
the old population, alteration and evaluation of the new popula-
tion, and substitution of the old one with the new population.
CLIP4 uses GA to enhance the partitioning of the data and,
possibly, to achieve more general leaf node subsets.



Table 5
Reported classification performance for CMC dataset.

Approach Reference Accuracy (%) Training time

Nearest neighbors [71] 71.9 N/A

POL [71] 80.5 3.2 h

Decision tree (QUEST) [71] 77.90 NA

CLIP4 [74] 47.00 46 s

CM (soft) [75] 57.50 1000 s (termination criterion)

CM (hard) [75] 56.00 1000 s (termination criterion)

PM (soft) [75] 65 1000 s (termination criterion)

PM (hard) [75] 63.9 1000 s (termination criterion)

DM (soft) [75] 57.5 1000 s (termination criterion)

DM (hard) [75] 56.2 1000 s (termination criterion)

LM (soft) [75] 67.5 1000 s (termination criterion)

LM (hard) [75] 67 1000 s (termination criteria)

BM (soft) [75] 69 1000 s (termination criteria)

BM (hard) [75] 69 1000 s (termination criteria)

GAssist [76] 54.9074.11 (n) N/A

XCS [76] 53.5973.56 (n) N/A

GS [77] 69.79 N/A

G [77] 67.35 N/A

SS [77] 64.71 N/A

BG [77] 63.54 N/A

PSO with wind dispersion and confinement [56] 97.27 84.94 min

Notes: N/A¼Not available; PSO result based on an error tolerance of 70.027 for the fitness function.
n Best results amongst different configurations.
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In [75], five distinct algorithms are defined for the learning
task: (1) The Connectionist Model (CM) where the learning is
achieved by a single Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) trained by the
Retro-propagation (RPROP) algorithm; (2) The Population of
Connectionist Models (PM) where a set of 20 MLP individuals
evolve by only using the RPROP learning algorithm (no reproduc-
tion or selection procedure is applied); (3) The Darwinian Model
(DM) where the learning is accomplished by Evolutionary
Programming (EP) with a population of 20 real-valued chromo-
somes is evolving, each coding the weights of a MLP; (4) The
Lamarckian Model (LM) which combines both lifetime learning
and evolutionary approaches; (5) The Baldwinian Model (BM)
which is similar to LM, except that lifetime learning is only used
to improve the fitness of the individuals, and the new weights are
not encoded back into the genome. This means that, in the
process of reproduction, the offspring does not inherit the
acquired genetic information from their ancestors.

The experimentations used two types of environments: soft
changing or concept drift (one pattern will change at each second)
when changes occur gradually; and hard changing or concept
shift (several patterns will be commuted over a wider period)
when changes occur abruptly. In Table 5, we report 10 results
from [75], corresponding to the five approaches (CM, PM, DM, LM
and BM) with the two environments (Soft and Hard).

In [76], the authors compare the performance of the GAssist
system with that of the XCS system on several data mining
problems. GAssist is a genetic-based machine learning system.
It applies a near-standard GA that evolves individuals that
represent complete problem solutions. An individual consists of
an ordered, variable-length rule set. Bloat control is achieved by a
combination of a fitness function based on the minimum descrip-
tion length (MDL) principle and a rule deletion operator. The
knowledge representation used for real-valued attributes is called
adaptive discretization intervals rule representation (ADI). This
representation uses the semantics of conjunctive normal form
predicates, but applies non-static intervals formed by joining
several neighbor discretization intervals. These intervals can
evolve through the learning process splitting or merging among
them potentially using several discretizers at the same time. The
system also uses a windowing scheme called ILAS (incremental
learning with alternating strata). This scheme stratifies the train-
ing set into subsets of equal size and approximately uniform class
distribution. Each GA iteration uses a different stratum to perform
its fitness computation, using a round-robin policy. This method
was shown to introduce an additional implicit generalization
pressure to GAssist. The XCS classifier system evolves online a
set of condition-action rules, that is, a population of classifiers.
In contradistinction to GAssist, the population as a whole repre-
sents the problem solution in XCS. XCS is featured by: (1) Rule
fitness is derived from rule accuracy instead of rule reward
prediction. (2) GA selection is applied in the subsets of currently
active classifiers resulting in an implicit pressure towards more
general rules.

In [77], the authors extends previous work on skewing, an
approach to problematic functions in decision tree induction.
The previous algorithms were only applicable to functions of
binary variables. In [77], skewing is extended to directly handle
functions of continuous and nominal variables. Experiments are
presented to compare the performance of a tree learner using the
Information Gain (G) criterion and the Generalized Skewing (GS)
criterion for selecting split variables. The base tree learner is
comparable to C4.5 with the ‘‘subset-splitting’’ option. The authors
also experiment sequential skewing (SS) and Gain (BG) on the
binarized versions. Their results indicate that the GS algorithm
almost always outperforms an Information Gain-based decision
tree learner. We report in Table 5 their results for CMC data set.

The results obtained in [56] by PSO with wind dispersion and
confinement were the best amongst all with an accuracy of
97.27% in a training time of 84.97 min.
5.2.3. Abalone data set

The Abalone dataset contains physical measurements of the
abalone shellfish. The dataset contains 4177 samples with 9 attri-
butes each (1 categorical and 8 numeric), divided into 29 classes.
The age of an abalone can be determined by cutting the shell
through the cone, staining it, and counting the number of rings
with a microscope. In practice, easier to obtain measurements are
used to predict the age (Length, Diameter, Height, Whole weight,
Shucked weight, Viscera weight, Shell weight).
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Multiple papers exist in the literature in relation to the
Abalone data set. We focused on the ones that use supervised
learning for classification to compare their results with ours.
These use mainly decision tree (C4.5), naı̈ve Bayesian (NB and NB
tree) and support vector machine (SVM) approaches.

Table 6 provides the best accuracies achieved by the different
works that we surveyed. Unfortunately, no training times accom-
panied the results that were reported in these works.

In [78], the authors describe a new instance-based regression
method that uses feature projections called regression by parti-
tioning feature projections (RPFP). Feature projection approaches
store the training instances as their projected values on each
feature dimension separately. These projections can be general-
ized into feature intervals. In predicting the target value of a
query instance, each feature makes a separate prediction using
only the value of the query instance for that feature, then all the
feature predictions are combined to make the final prediction.
Feature projection-based techniques have been applied to many
classification problems successfully. The main advantage of
feature projection-based classification methods is their short
classification time. The concept representation in the form of
feature intervals can be transformed into decision rules easily.
They are also robust to irrelevant features and missing values.
However, the main shortcoming of feature projection-based
methods is that they ignore the interactions between features.
The RPFP method is adaptive and robust to irrelevant features.
It is not a simple first order projection-based technique; it uses
projections and also handles interactions between input variables.
The authors also provided a comparative study with other
important approaches in the literature. The approaches consid-
ered are instance based regression, k-NN, locally weighted regres-
sion, rule-based regression (RULE), partitioning algorithms that
induce decision trees (DART) and multivariate adaptive regression
splines (MARS). A detailed overview of these regression techni-
ques is given in [79].3

In [80], three learning algorithms are used: C4.5, a decision
tree learning algorithm; NB, a re-implementation of a Naive
Bayesian classifier; and IB1, a variant of a lazy learning algorithm
which employs the p-nearest-neighbor method using a modified
value-difference metric for nominal and binary attributes. Their
results were compared to MLR, which is an adaptation of a least-
squares linear regression algorithm. The idea is that any classifi-
cation problem with real-valued attributes can be transformed
into a multi-response regression problem. If the original classifi-
cation problem has I classes, it is converted into I separate
regression problems, where the problem for class l has instances
Table 6
Reported classification performance for Abalone dataset.

Approach Reference Accuracy (%)

KNN [78] 33.90

RULE [78] 10.10

MARS [78] 31.70

DART [78] 32.20

RPFP [78] 32.50

C4.5 [80] 61.50 (n)

NB [80] 61.50 (n)

IB1 [80] 61.80 (n)

MLR [80] 61.90 (n)

GP [81] 95.21 (nn)

GPþ log [81] 95.38 (nn)

Warped GP [81] 95.37 (nn)

PSO with wind dispersion and confinement [56] 94.41

Note: PSO result based on an error tolerance of 70.027 for the fitness function.
n Best results among different configurations.
nn Results obtained on train/test sets of 1000/3177.
with responses equal to one when they have class l and zero
otherwise. For all those algorithms (C4.5, NB, IB and MLR), a
stacked generalization is used to enhance accuracy. Stacked
generalization is a way of combining multiple models that have
been learned for a classification task, stacking the first step to
collect the output of each model into a new set of data which will
be used for a second learning step.

The best classification performances obtained in the literature
for the Abalone dataset were those of [81] where a generalized
Gaussian process (GP) (for details see [82]) framework for
regression is presented. It learns a nonlinear transformation of
the GP outputs. The learning algorithm chooses a nonlinear
transformation such that transformed data is well-modeled by a
GP. This can be seen as including a preprocessing transformation
as integral part of the probabilistic modeling problem, rather than
as an ad-hoc step. They show how such a transformation or
‘warping’ of the observation space can be made entirely auto-
matically, fully encompassed into the probabilistic framework of
the GP. The warped GP makes a transformation from a latent
space to the observation, such that the data is best modeled by a
GP in the latent space. It can also be viewed as a generalization of
the GP, since in observation space it is a non-Gaussian process,
with non-Gaussian and asymmetric noise in general.

The results obtained in [56] by PSO with wind dispersion and
confinement ranked in second position with an accuracy of 94.41.
It should be noted, however, that the first ranked approach,
namely GP variants, used training/test sets sizes of 1000/3177
with no cross validation.
6. Discussion and conclusion

As a first balance sheet of this work, it can be concluded that
investigating PSO-based classification is difficult. This stems from
at least three reasons:
1.
 The wealth of material to investigate: It is difficult to stop the
review process since new contributions are published every
day, making it difficult to warrant the exhaustiveness of any
survey.
2.
 The youth of PSC: No specific study on PSC has been published
before.
3.
 The lack of taxonomic guidelines to organize the domain.

For all these reasons, the PSC survey presented in this work
had to begin by proposing a taxonomic decomposition of PSC into
plain and hybrid PSO-based categories, and then opt for a
chronological order in order to describe the various works.
An alternative approach to the survey could have been based on
the various mechanisms used to create modified plain or hybrid
POS-based classifiers. However, the great diversity of works in
such case leads to too many sub-categories to cover.

Regarding the efficient use of PSC for high dimensional
databases with large numbers of instances, De Falco et al. [6]
pointed at the following potential limiting factors:
�
 Problem domains where the product number of instances by
number of problem dimensions is important.

�
 Limitation of the PSO approach when the number of classes is

important in multi class databases.

When considering the results achieved on the first three
databases that were investigated in this work, it can be deducted
that the apprehensions expressed in [6] do not always hold and
that the enhanced PSO with dispersion and confinement mechan-
isms has good potential as a classification tool even for high
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dimensioned problem spaces with a large number of instances
and multiple classes. Moreover, the enhanced PSO performs
better than the original works using neural networks, genetic
classifiers and k-NN [58,59,62] for the three data sets.

Another important observation is that the interval confine-
ment mechanism does not always guaranty good accuracy, since
it is used to confine particle positions within the search space and
not to diffuse them better. It performed very well for the first
dataset but not so for the two others. On the other hand, wind
dispersion with confinement performed well in all PSO experi-
ments. Indeed, it permits a good exploration of the search space
with no crossing of interval limits.

From the reported classification performances for various
datasets, the results clearly indicate that PSO outperformed other
classification methods in accuracy. Nevertheless, the time con-
sumption of the training stage is substantially higher than with
other techniques, or with continuous PSO-based classification as
shown in the case of the Adult data set. The large value of learning
time is to be expected when considering the Adult dataset, which
is viewed as a large-scale and high-dimensional application in the
literature [68]. Still, a speed up of the learning process is possible
through the parallel implementation of the algorithm. Another
possible enhancement of the approach is to consider it in the
context of on-line, large-scale learning. Then, the PSO algorithm
could be adapted in such a way that it runs through any large-
scale dataset once.

We can also notice that despite the fact that [71] ranked CMC
data set among the most difficult dataset to classify, the PSO
approach performed successfully when applied to it. It the case of
the Abalone dataset, PSO ranked second in classification perfor-
mance and was a very close runner up to the GP-based classifiers
as shown in Table 6.

Considering the achieved results on the six datasets, it can be
concluded that PSC can be efficiently applied to classification
problems with a large number of instances, both in continuous
and mixed-attribute problem description spaces. Moreover, the
obtained results are to the effect that PSC cannot only be applied
successfully to more demanding problem domains, but also that it
is a competitive alternative to well established classification
techniques. In this respect, this work reinforces the usefulness
of PSO for classification tasks. Furthermore, as an optimization
tool for supervised classification, it requires no prior assumption
about the distribution or dimensionality of the input data. This is
an interesting advantage in comparison to classical methods such
as linear discriminant functions.

It should be noted also that the typical PSO algorithm used is
in global best style. It is characterized by a high interconnectivity
between particles but a lower diversity comparatively to the local
best style [83]. In the enhanced PSO algorithm that was intro-
duced by [10] this situation is avoided by using the wind
dispersion mechanism to ensure a nature-inspired diversification
process.
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